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Part Two
1954 to 1955

RAF Wymeswold
1954
Enter Rolls Royce; Auster 6s operating;
Summer Camp Oldenburg; Exercise ‘Dividend’

Although the Meteors of 504 Squadron were active in the early weeks of 1954 they
lost a full weekend when all their aircraft bar two were grounded for technical
reasons. The Harvard had an occasional flight and one hundred and sixty-six hours
were recorded. Overall, Wymeswold recorded three hundred and fourteen
movements, activity boosted by new arrivals in a recently re-roofed Hangar 5.
Hangar 5 was the station’s only B1 hangar, sited by itself next to the taxiway on the
south-west of the airfield and as a result of the Haywood-Johnson visit in July 1953
it became RAF Wymeswold’s ‘Area 51’ (the top-secret test base in the Nevada
desert whose very existence was denied by the US government but where radical
new aircraft designs were tested) occupied by the Rolls Royce flying test programme
aircraft while a runway was built at Hucknall. While this off-lying hangar did not
have the expanse or tight secrecy of some establishments (in fact the whole of the
airfield was protected by a single fence with several strands of wire that was not
always barbed!) it nevertheless will have played a part in developing engines for the
next generation of aircraft for the RAF as well as for future civilian use.
At the time international politics were decidedly unstable, with Eastern Europe
firmly under antagonistic communist control. Although the war in Korea (1950–3)
had come to a stalemate there was an urgent need for the introduction into service
of the next generation of fighter aircraft to replace the Meteor and Vampire. In Korea
the appearance of the MIG-15 had made it clear that the two British post-war
fighters would be outclassed and, whereas the USAF was fielding the F-86 Sabre, a
home-grown alternative was needed. To match the requirements, two aircraft were
selected for development, the Supermarine Swift and the Hawker Hunter, both of
which would be powered by the Rolls Royce Avon engine. And it was at
Wymeswold that the cutting edge flight trials of this engine started in January 1954.
At the time it was an interesting comparison of designs because the ‘sleekness’ of
the two company designs, in comparison with their wartime counterparts, the
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The beautiful sight of Hawker Hunter F.1 WT565 landing at RAF Wymeswold.
(Eric Belcher)
Hurricane and Spitfire, appeared to exchange. The Hurricane was the more sturdy
design when compared with the Spitfire’s sleek lines but their successors gave visual
sturdiness to Supermarine’s Swift – albeit with its swept wings having a futuristic
elliptical leading edge – whereas the Hawker Hunter was grace personified. The
elegance of the Hunter’s basic design shown in the early Mark 1 model was totally
unspoilt by the (admittedly smooth) appendages attached in later developments. It is
interesting to see what a remarkable likeness there is to the Hunter in the sideways
silhouette of the Rockwell B-1 bomber some fifty years later.
To the admiration of local viewers one of these sleek Hunter Mark 1s, still in its exfactory finish, flew into Wymeswold in January 1954. It was not a dramatic seebefore-you-hear run-in but a smooth, reserved cruise at about two thousand feet
from the north-east, a gentle circuit of the airfield and a non-fuss landing on the
main runway.
A Supermarine Attacker WP278 had already returned and was joined by the silver
Hunter in Hangar 5. The design contrast between the Hunter and Attacker was also
marked.
While Rolls Royce staff members were settling into Hangar 5 the resident squadron
pilots, tasked with monthly targets for flying hours found themselves restricted by
weather on several weekends (two and a half full flying and two limited flying days
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Tug Wilson BEM (on right) and
colleague circa 1954.
(Pat Hubbard)

out of eight in February) although in the end those days when flying took place were
busy including Meteor F.8s, T.7s as well as the occasional Harvard flight. With night
flying included, flying hours were close to their target. The banner target was seen
flying out again but at the moment for cine attacks because 12 Group had, for some
reason, prohibited live air-to-air firing.
In April 1954 Wymeswold had two VIP visits to contend with, the Air Officer
Commanding’s annual parade on the 5th and the Air Officer Commander in Chief of
Fighter Command arrived in a De Havilland Devon to present the BEM to 504
Squadron’s Sgt Wilson, have lunch and inspect the Station Headquarters. April’s
Flying was helped by more seasonable weather but Wymeswold itself was less busy
because some sorties were flown from RAF Finningley, 504’s sister squadron’s base.
This pattern continued into early summer.
A new, somewhat quieter, resident in the form of No 1698 Flight RATA AOP (flying
Auster AOP 7s) was attached to RAF Wymeswold at the end of May. Although they
recorded only three hours flown in June and six movements in August this was
pushed up to thirty-three movements in September.
The main resident squadron did its bit for public relations by taking part in the air
display at Leicester East at the end of May and the Royal Air Force Association

Pat Hubbard ‘in heaven’.
(Pat Hubbard)
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Peter Moore (centre) and colleagues on wing of ‘Flash Jig’. (Via W B Baguley)
(RAFA) display at Hucknall at the beginning of June and at the same time prepared
for its 1954 summer camp at RAF Oldenburg in Germany to where it moved on the
19th. This camp was a great success since the weather was much better than at
home and four hundred and sixty-three hours flying were chalked up for the month
of June with a focus on air-to-ground firing. Again, exceptional serviceability was
noted, reflecting well on the squadron’s efficiency and teamwork.

Nose of 504 Sqn Meteor FJ (Flash Jig) used by
Wg Cdr Frank Jensen showing badges of his
Wing’s squadrons: 504 and 616. (Via W B
Baguley)
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504 Squadron Meteor F.8 at Leicester East air display June 1953.
(Via W B Baguley)
Although weekends at Wymeswold were quieter, weekdays saw and heard
continued regular flying from Rolls Royce aircraft, with the Hunter prominent.
July brought the return of the Meteors. 504 and 616 Squadrons operated together as
a Wing on two weekends as part of Exercise ‘Dividend’ and again the two
squadrons’ aircraft would be seen parked on or by the QRA areas by the main
runway for considerable periods during these weekends; 504’s squadron records
indicate some frustration at spending much time waiting to be scrambled with ‘a fair
amount of flying and some successful interceptions but more flying would have
been appreciated’. It was further hoped that more air-to-air firing, the raison d’être
for a fighter squadron, would be possible in the next month since only one day was
sufficiently cloud-free to permit shooting in July. Between them the two squadrons
undertook two hundred and fifteen sorties, some rats-terriers, with three hundred
and thirty-nine movements recorded for 504 Squadron and two hundred and twenty
for 616 Squadron. As a result of the Exercise Dividend commitments, although
onlookers noted large numbers of aircraft on the airfield, 504 Squadron only
achieved two hundred of its monthly target of two hundred and fifty flying hours.
In the month Rolls Royce recorded one hundred and twenty-three flying
movements.
In July No 7107 Reserve Flight, operating Auster VIs moved in but flying activities
by them were not noted in the station’s records.
On the ground, the station sports day took place. Overall the station team won the
Challenge Cup by a narrow margin but the individual Victor Ludorum went to the
Squadron, so honours were even!
August and September continued the now-familiar pattern with the yellowdiamonded Meteors of 616 Squadron using Wymeswold alongside the home
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504 Squadron Pilots ‘at readiness’ Oldenburg. (Credit unknown)
squadron, taking turns to be rats or terriers. 504 Squadron returned the compliment
at Finningley for air firing exercises over the Wash ranges at the end of the month
and some night flying was possible on September 13th. September also brought
forward the now-standard Battle of Britain display involvement. Five visiting
De Havilland Venoms from 266 Squadron RAF Wunstorf, a team led by Sqn Ldr
Coulthard with Fg Offs Gribble, Josper and McLeland. At the time they were flying
Venom FB1s with prominent wingtip tanks. Two Avro Ansons were also seen on the

504 Sqn Meteor F.8s on the Wymeswold apron circa 1954 (Via Pat Hubbard)
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Venom aerobatic team from 266 Sqn Wunsdorf. Hosted by Wymeswold while
giving displays at Battle of Britain open days, September 1954. Contemporary
photo (266 Sqn)
aerodrome at this time. With the Venom team they would take part in the Battle of
Britain air displays at RAF Thornaby on Tees and RAF Newton joined at the latter by
displays by 504 Squadron (the ‘locals’) where they were reported to have been very
well-received by the predominantly Nottinghamshire crowd.
On the final Sunday of the month RAF Wymeswold went into ceremonial mode,
this time in the form of a farewell parade to mark the retirement of 504 Squadron’s
commanding officer, Sqn Ldr G.J. Beardsall and his formal handing-over of the
squadron to the newly-promoted Sqn Ldr P.I. Briggs DFC.
Rolls Royce aircraft were starting to use the airfield more often with more flights by
additional aircraft types. They accounted for around one hundred movements in
August but nearly double that in October when, for the month as a whole, over six
hundred and fifty movements was registered at Wymeswold. For the autumn in
general however weather conditions limited flying and although 12 Group had
relaxed their ban on live firing, 504 Squadron found their air-to-air firing training
again curtailed, although night flying was completed on several Friday evenings.
Reflecting poor weather conditions, three Sabres from RAF North Luffenham arrived
unexpectedly on November 3rd but, even including these, only one hundred and
eight movements took place in November of which half were by Rolls Royce
aircraft. December was busier overall but only one hundred and nineteen
movements were from 504 Squadron, one from 616 Squadron, one hundred from
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Rolls Royce and forty-seven from military visitors. A second Auster unit had also
taken up permanent residence at RAF Wymeswold in December; 1969 Flight, part
of 664 Squadron operating Auster VI AOPs (Air Observation Post) which was
attached to Wymeswold in May and the Station Flight from RAF Newton was again
a temporary resident.
The station and squadron continued its push on the public relations front, notably
with another dining-in attended by the Sector Commander and Staff Officers from
Headquarters 12 Group. These VIPs mingled with a large number of the Auxiliary
Officers’ employers. Such employers were committed to releasing their staff on
regular occasions with the possibility of extended service when necessary. It was
important to include them as key supporters of the wider RAuxAF team and make
them aware of the vital role their staff members played in the country’s defence
posture.
Recognising this wider ‘squadron team’ was important. Somewhat less formal but
nevertheless most important, cocktail parties and the annual ball were held and the
first of what became an annual Ladies Evening took place in the January of 1955.
Throughout the year wives and girlfriends were encouraged to feel part of the
squadron and not become weekend ‘flying widows’. It had to be borne in mind not
only that the squadron could be one of the first into any future armed conflict but
that flying military aircraft in the 1950s was not one of the safest professions;
aircrew faced the real possibility of serious accidents. Excellent leadership,
teamwork and as much training as possible would reduce risk; the full support of
families and employers was vital.
The public relations programme, along with frequent articles in local newspapers
describing the exciting aspects of flying jet fighters, was successful in maintaining
the required level of recruitment and encouraging regular attendance at weekend
activities and mid-week lectures in Nottingham. At the turn of the year 504
Squadron had increased its ‘membership’ to one hundred and ninety-eight: thirtyone officers (twenty-seven Auxiliaries) and one hundred and sixty-seven other ranks
(one hundred and fourteen Auxiliaries).
For the Station, the change of year also brought a change in commanding officer
with Wg Cdr Randall DFC being posted out to HQ Fighter Command and Wg Cdr
F.W.M. Jensen DFC, AFC posted in.
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RAF Wymeswold
1955 (Part One)
Rolls Royce and Sonic Bangs; Hunters, Swifts; Canberras, Ashtons and Javelin;
Hangar 5 and spartan conditions; RAF Wittering as emergency diversion;
RAFA Display at Wymeswold; Summer Camp at Chivenor

Rolls Royce’s use of RAF Wymeswold gradually built up to the point where around
one hundred and thirty RR movements a month were recorded by the station.
Although this was an average of two or three sorties a day, their pattern was
irregular both in numbers and time of day and day of the week.
The initial Rolls Royce flight support group was few in number, with just eleven
people involved but they covering all key trades. One illustration at the time
showed a Hunter F1 posed for the press with an electrician, two airframe specialists,
three engine specialists, one engine inspection specialist (complete with bow tie),
one instruments specialist and a foreman in close attendance. For the ground team,
based at Hucknall and generally living in the Nottingham area, the journey to work
at Wymeswold was long, uncomfortable and often cold, initially by bus and later in
a Commer Van fitted with seats in the back. Once at Wymeswold, conditions in
Hangar 5 were spartan with no heating even in winter. With snow, slush and ice to
contend with, getting the necessary jobs done must have been challenging.
Communications with the outside world were initially primitive relying on a single
field telephone. The nearest alternative with a fixed telephone line was over half a
mile away in Hangar 4. To add further difficulties, the field telephone was lost on
occasion in the summer months when the local farmer, with a contract was to
maintain short grass by runways and perimeter tracks, accidentally cut it.
RAF Wittering was designated as an emergency airfield for Rolls Royce aircraft
should the need arise and it had to be used from time to time. This necessitated yet
more travel for members of the ground team who were collected from Wymeswold
by lorry, taken the thirty-six miles to Wittering where they could assess and sort out
the problem after which they were trucked back. Roads and transport in 1955 were
not as fast or comfortable as they are today.
The test flying staff presumably had more relaxed and faster journeys using the Miles
Monarch and Percival Proctor liaison aircraft operated by Rolls Royce at the time.
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Miles Monarch used by Rolls Royce at Wymeswold. (George Webb)
I also remember seeing a company Spitfire.
Along with the liaison aircraft, Rolls Royce at Wymeswold used no less than nine
aircraft types of which four were current frontline aircraft for the RAF:
Day fighter – Supermarine Swift and Hawker Hunter
Night fighter – Gloster Javelin
Medium bomber – English Electric Canberra.
Three of the four had been recent holders of world records: the Swift and Hunter,
powered by the Rolls Royce Avon vied to set world speed records in September
1953 and the Canberra the world altitude record in May 1953, beating its own
record that October (and to take it even higher in 1957). Adding to the Canberra’s
altitude prowess were numerous point-to-point records and, spectacularly, winning
the London to Christchurch (New Zealand) Air Race in October 1953. It took just
twenty-three hours fifty-one minutes flying and, astonishingly, only eighty-three
minutes on the ground.
At this time, Britain was a world leader in aviation. The RAF was being re-equipped
under a super-priority programme and examples of these state-of-the art aircraft
were now based at RAF Wymeswold, operating out of Hangar 5. The Hunter and
Swift’s transonic performance was beyond any doubt to the local population
although it was the Hunter that was flying more frequently and therefore given the
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Percival Proctor used by Rolls Royce at Wymeswold. (George Webb)
credit. Breaking the sound barrier over land in the UK was still permitted and in
1955 Hunters would take off from Wymeswold then, several minutes later, having
climbed to a suitable height, would enter a dive, presumably pointing at the airfield
and build up speed to Mach 1.
On the ground, the first indication was a characteristic double boom, followed by a
more melodious low engine hum that gradually faded to its bottom notes and

Hunter F.1 after return to Hucknall. (George Webb)
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Wymeswold Hangar 5 and part of the Rolls Royce test flight: two Hunters, Swift,
Soar Meteor, Canberra, Monarch and Prentice.
engine whistle as the aircraft lost height, reduced speed and flew away from the
airfield. The sonic boom was sometimes fierce; whether windows in the area were
broken as a result is not recorded but during a lesson at Burton on the Wolds
primary school one day in the summer of 1954 I clearly remember the pencil on my
desk jumping in response to a particularly vigorous trip through the sound barrier.
Despite what must have been
significant disruption, the
presence of very noisy aircraft
seemed to have been tolerated
with remarkable equanimity by
those living in local villages
probably because of a highly
uncertain world political
situation. Just ten years had
passed since the end of the
Hangar 5 close-up of Hunters,
Swift and Soar Meteor. (RR
Heritage Assoc.)
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Supermarine Swift landing at Wymeswold 1955. (George Webb)

Two Hunter F1s and Gloster Javelin on dispersal 30 in 1955 (Eric Belcher)
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Later trials with one of the Swifts used at Wymeswold. (Credit unknown)
Second World War, a tenuous ceasefire in the Korean War had only been agreed
the previous year, the Cold War with the USSR was taking shape and ‘atom bombs’
were being tested – in the atmosphere – on a regular basis. Even in these rural parts
of north-west Leicestershire the activities of all families had been dominated by the
war, many had lost family members, so the acceptance of military activity as a vital
part of the country’s protection against future aggressors was understandable. In
fact, for many local residents the activity of the auxiliary squadrons’ aircraft at
weekends and the tests by the future generation of fighters was accepted with
something approaching a sense of pride as being ‘our’ aircraft from ‘our’ aerodrome
(the word 'airfield' arrived later).
This was especially the case for an excited generation of keen young observers
behind the perimeter fence.
The individual Hunter and Swift aircraft used by Rolls Royce changed from time to
time as new marks were produced and improvements made to engines and
airframes. While four Swifts and twelve Hunters operated from Wymeswold only a
few were present at any one time as new aircraft were diverted between production
and allocation to frontline RAF squadrons, training units or other research and
development teams. Both aircraft types were used to develop the Rolls Royce Avon
engine, a vital part of the super-priority orders and a part that was causing some
teething problems.
At least two of the Hunter test fleet have survived.
Both Hunter and Swift were being brought into service as fast as possible although
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Above:Ex Rolls Royce test
Hawker Hunter on display at
Holdgate, Lincolnshire circa
2000. (Richard Knight)
Left: Ex-Rolls Royce test
Hawker Hunter at Old Sarum
museum. (Old Sarum Museum)

from the outset the Swift was intended as a backup for the Hunter. At the same time
as the Swifts were testing engine developments at Wymeswold, the first squadron,
56 Squadron at Waterbeach, was being re-equipped with Swift Mark1 to replace
their Meteor F.8s.
It is likely that the Swift was allocated to 56 Squadron because that unit had a
record of being one of the very best performing squadrons in Fighter Command.
Even with their skills, the problems they encountered proved this was a hard aircraft
to fly as a fighter and in their twelve months with the Swift they suffered several
accidents, some fatal and were not able to do what every fighter squadron was there
to do, fire its guns air-to-air. It was less responsive than planned and when the
original design with two cannon in each wing was changed, fitting four cannon into
the lower fuselage just behind the nose, an extension to the wing leading edge was
necessary. On occasion this caused abrupt nose-up pitching and a rapid roll unless
immediate corrective action was taken. While very impressive in displays and high-
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speed flights the Swift proved to be not fully fit for service.
Doubtless part of the task set for the Rolls Royce test team with the Swift was to help
solve some of the problems encountered by 56 Squadron as well as testing further
Avon engine modifications, including reheat (afterburner) where fuel was injected
into the hot exhaust pipe to produce extra thrust. The Rolls Royce test pilots’ general
reports were that the Swift was very heavy on the controls in comparison with the
Hunter. Despite its streamlined – if chubby – appearance and ability to generate
impressive high-speed passes, its handling characteristics were allegedly reported
by at least one member of the team as more like those of a brick toilet!
Although the Hunter was much less problematic in its entry to RAF service, it too
was not cleared by the Air Ministry RAF to fire its guns for some time after its
delivery to squadrons because gases produced as a result of firing them could be
ingested by the engine intakes at the wing roots causing the engine to flame out. A
key part of early Rolls Royce Avon testing in Hunters focused on rectifying this
problem and the sense of both exhilaration and relief can be imagined when (as
described by one of the technical team) one of the Rolls Royce test pilots finally
landed at Farnborough, stood up in his cockpit and waved his arms above his head
in jubilation to signify that improvements had been successful. The fuel pumps had
been adjusted to induce "fuel dipping" when guns were fired; this instantly reduced
fuel flow to the engine, so that when gasses from the cannon were ingested any
fleetingly-induced compressor stalls did not result in a flame-out. Subsequent
adjustments were made to in-service aircraft and eventually they were fully cleared
to do the job for which they had been designed.
Avon testing in Hunters at Wymeswold started with the silver F.1 WT565, after two
prototypes this was the 11th Hunter to be produced by Hawker. WT565 was used to
develop the Avon 119 engine. The subsequent fleet included a further six F.1s, two
F.4s and three F.6s. In service, the F.1’s Avon engine provided 7,500 pounds of
thrust but partly as a result of work at Wymeswold, that powering the F.6, issued to
a squadron flying operations from Wymeswold just one year later delivered 10,000
pounds of thrust.
The Swift retained the 7,500 lb thrust versions; early models (F.1 to F.4), increasing
this to 9,950 lb with the provision of reheat in the FR.5: two F.1s, one F.3 and one
FR.5 were tested at Wymeswold.
Alongside this cutting edge development, 504 Squadron Meteors continued to show
what the current generation of aircraft could achieve. Flying targets for January and
February were modest but unobtainable because the seasonal weather, that made
life so uncomfortable for the Rolls Royce team, produced snow, ice and slush on the
runway making it unserviceable. However, occasionally the target flag was seen
being towed up for cine attacks and some limited local night flying was successful.
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March saw conditions improve and one weekend the Meteors were away to use
Finningley as a base for full air-to-air practice. The squadron was three aircraft short
of its full strength as two Meteors were sent away for major servicing and one for
modifications, adding pressure onto the Wymeswold team to keep the remaining
aircraft operational and meet flying targets. To add to the shortage, on the 12th one
of 504 Squadron’s Meteors landed minus its hood but fortunately with no other
damage to aircraft or pilot.
In April the early spring weather was more helpful to the day fighters and their flying
target was exceeded and included both night flying and cine air to air firing
practice. Successes in the air were again matched by the commitment and
capabilities of the Auxiliary ground crew and they had a moral pat on the back
when first line servicing of the squadron’s Meteors was handed over to them for
alternate weekends.
Other activities at the Station continued – good and bad. The good spring weather
triggered grass mowing which unfortunately led to frequent temporary
unservicability of the flarepath when the wide ‘gang-mower’ cutting the grass
severed the cables. The problem was solved by the simple expedient of ploughing a
furrow down each side of the main runway, into which the cables were buried!
On the 21st 1969 Flight’s Austers and visiting Nottingham University Air Squadron
(Notts UAS) Chipmunks used Wymeswold as an intermediary airfield during night
cross-country exercises, landing and taking off immediately for RAF Hucknall. The
next day the emergency services were put on alert following a mayday call from a
West Raynham-based Hunter that was running short of fuel. Liaison with RAF
Newton’s VHF/DF facilities put the aircraft over the disused airfield at Saltby only
17 miles away and it was successfully guided to a safe landing at Wymeswold. On
the 27th vapour leaking from a fuel pipe coming in contact with a hot jet pipe caused
a fire in the starboard nacelle of Rolls Royce Canberra B.2 WD943 (see below); the
fire was extinguished by one of the RR ground staff using a 12 pound C0 2 fire
extinguisher.
Most of May 1955 was a relatively standard month for Wymeswold’s resident
squadron; weather was fine so that even a few air-to-air firing sorties could be
carried out over the Wash ranges. The monthly flying target (two hundred and fifty
hours) was exceeded by nearly forty and there was successful involvement in an
evening exercise with the Royal Observer Corps as well as Exercise ‘Sumnex Able’,
for which a detachment of four aircraft went to Horsham St Faith for an overnight
stay. Although 504 Squadron’s month was normal, for RAF Wymeswold it was not
and the main event of the month (and probably the year) took place on the Whitsun
bank holiday Monday when RAF Wymeswold hosted the RAFA Air Display, an
event normally held at RAF Hucknall.
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RAFA air display programme
1955.
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RAFA air display programme 1955.
The weather that Whit Monday was perfect for flying and viewing. Although modest
by current air show standards the event proved very popular, with over thirty
thousand attending. The crowd line was set to the north of the main runway
between the NW/SE and NE/SW runways with entry via the crash gates on the B676
Hoton to Wymeswold road.
Early in the day I remember a Sabre was parked by the police tent.
Buses were organised to provide a shuttle service to Loughborough and some of the
disused northern dispersals were used for car parking. Whether the number of
visitors was hopelessly underestimated or the system was not set up well is not
certain but traffic congestion was severe and the sight of a long queue of members
of the public going in (some never got there) and the steady flow of sun-burnt
pedestrians still going home at 8 pm was something that had never been seen in
Hoton. It was much easier for pedestrians from Hoton!
The morning opened up with the return of Dakotas to the airfield, this time DC-3s
from Derby Airways along with a De Havilland Dragon Rapide offering flights for
which a queue soon formed.
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Above and upper right:
Derby Airways DC-3 giving
flights to visitors. (Eric Belcher)

Lower right: Derby Airways
Dragon Rapide giving flights to
visitors. (Laurence Garey)/
Below: Derby Airways Dragon
Rapide giving flights to visitors.
(Neville Franklin)
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Derby Airways DC-3 taking off
from Wymeswold 30th May
1955. (Laurence Garey)

View from the DC-3 of queue
for flights and, behind, car
parking on the old dispersals.
(Eric Belcher)

The limited static park had several marquees. Rolls Royce jet engines were on show
in the Rolls Royce marquee (one was displayed outside) and appeared to have been
brought down on trolleys from No. 5 Hangar. Probably the real excitement on the
ground came from the opportunity to get up close to a North American F-86 Sabre
that was also parked by the crowd enclosure for a while in the morning.

92 Squadron F-86 Sabres on
the Wymeswold apron RAFA
display 1955. (Neville Franklin)
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504 Squadron Meteors on the
ORP prior to scramble and
formation display with Rolls
Royce Avro Ashton on
dispersal 30 RAFA Display,
Wymeswold 1955. (Neville
Franklin)

The morning passed with DC-3s and Rapide frequently taking off and landing with
their passengers. The main flying programme started in the afternoon with 504’s
Meteors being ‘scrambled’ and moving off to get into formation while the Sabre
from 92 Squadron took off from runway 08 and went to its holding pattern in the
distance to the north west where it put in a few practice loops and rolls. Meanwhile
504 Squadron had moved into formation and flew back in with purpose over the
runway for formation fly-pasts. Virtually unnoticed by the crowd they were a man
short as one Meteor had suffered a bird strike and, with limited visibility was forced
to quietly land solo.
After the main formation had completed its various passes the Meteors ran in,
peeled off and stream-landed, clearing the scene for the Sabre, flown by Flt Lt
V. Woods, which came in fast from the west for the start of an exhilarating aerobatic
display from of one of the RAF’s latest fighters.
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504 Squadron Meteors take off
led by Wg/Cdr Jensen’s ‘Flash
Jig’.

Left: 504 Squadron Meteors in
tight formation. (Laurence
Garey)
Below: 504 Squadron Meteors
formation demonstration,
RAFA Display, Wymeswold
1955. Final Meteor suffered a
bird-strike hence a little out of
formation. (Neville Franklin)
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504 Squadron Meteors take off
for the formation display,
RAFA Display, Wymeswold
1955. (Norman Bate)

92 Squadron North American
F-86 Sabre on the Wymeswold
apron with 504 Squadron
Meteor T.7 behind RAFA
display 1955. (Neville
Franklin).

F-86 Sabre display. (Laurence Garey)
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Left: Nottingham University Air Squadron
Chipmunks. (Neville Franklin).

Right: Solo Chipmunk of Nottingham University Air Squadron. (Laurence Garey)
The airfield noise calmed down when the Sabre was replaced by a display from
Fg Off W. H. Tucker of the Nottingham University Air Squadron in a De Havilland
Chipmunk and was even quieter when, following that, Mr. F. Breeze of the
Derbyshire Gliding Club.
Olympia Sailplane demonstration.
(Laurence Garey)
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Contemporary photo of 211
FTS pilots who flew at
Wymeswold RAFA Display
1955. (Via web 211 FTS)

Jet noise returned with a visit by the USAF flying a formation of F-84 Thunderjets
bringing another shape over the airfield with their straight wings and noticeably
prominent tip-tanks coming in low in front of the control tower and hangars. Once
they were clear Rex Harrison (from Woking) descended by parachute and the
(Rapide?) aircraft from which he had jumped followed his safe landing by flying
over as the target for a height judging competition, the prize being a free flight in
one of the Derby Airways aircraft at the end of the day.
Flying then swung back to noise and excitement with the take off of four silver
Meteors from 211 FTS led by Flt Lt G.F. Gill. The team put in a display of formation
aerobatics against the backdrop of a perfect blue sky with the familiar sound of the
Derwent engines.
The Meteors were followed by another very different shape with the ungainly but
practical form of a RCAF Bristol Freighter from RAF Langar doing its bit, no
aerobatics but an interesting contrast that was, in its turn, followed by the gentle
piston engine sound of a Dart Kitten flown by Mr A.O. Maidment of the Popular
Flying Association before yet more piston engines when the Notts. University Air
Squadron Chipmunks were back to chase after and burst balloons that had been
released from the ground.
The final performance on the official programme was a formation of Hunters from
the Day Fighter Leader’s School and after their departure flying for day went back to
the brief passenger flights in DC-3 and Rapide – still 10 shillings per person - while
the crowd gradually made its way home by car, bus or on foot in the glorious
evening sunshine of May 30th 1955.
Pleasure fights continued after the main flying display
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Top and above: RCAF Bristol
Freighter, RAFA display
Wymeswold 1955.
(Laurence Garey)
Right: Dart Kitten flying display.
(Laurence Garey)

Lower right: Dart Kitten by
hangar. (Neville Franklin)
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Hunters from the Day Fighter Leader’s School. (Laurence Garey)
After the public’s excitement and good PR for all concerned, in the following days
the airfield quickly went back to its normal routine of weekend activity from the
Meteors of 504 Squadron and the less regular activities of an increasing variety of
test aircraft in Hangar 5.
Prominent in several ways, especially when compared with the fighters was the
large, straight-winged shape of the Avro Ashton, an aircraft developed from the
piston-engined Avro Tudor when six redundant aircraft had their engines replaced
with four Rolls Royce Nene engines. They were used specifically as engine and
systems test beds. Two examples were used by Rolls Royce at Wymeswold, Mark 2
WB491 (the nose of this aircraft can now be seen at the Newark Air Museum) which
had a Conway engine attached under its belly and Mark 3 WE670 that was used as
part of the Avon development, notably by being modified to have an Avon slung
under its belly in front of which was a water spray rig, developed in conjunction
with Napiers to develop solutions to icing problems.
The Ashtons (only one was present at a time) were usually parked on dispersal 30,
the nearest to Hangar 5 and as well as air testing they were often used for ground
testing engines – sometimes very early in the morning, a disturbance again
remarkably calmly accepted by the locals.
The Ashton was the largest aircraft flying from Wymeswold and contrasted radically
with the fighters and smaller transport aircraft. It was a surprise to David Barks, an
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Upper left: Avro Ashton
WE670 on dispersal 30 1955.
(Richard Knight)
Lower left: Avro Ashton
WE670 with test Avon engine
under belly, near dispersal 30
in 1955. (Eric Belcher)
Below: Avro Ashton WE670
flying from Hucknall. (George
Webb)

armourer with 504 Squadron who, when busy working on a Meteor by the hangers
one day heard the (for Wymeswold) unusual noise of multiple jet engines that were
not Derwent-sounding. He describes looking up and seeing the square shape of the
Ashton, dominated by a tall, almost rectangular vertical tail, taxiing towards him.
His surprise perhaps indicates the separation of activities between Rolls Royce and
the RAuxAF Squadron.
The second-largest aircraft flying with Rolls Royce was the English Electric
Canberra, which was in RAF service and no RAF personnel would have failed to
recognise; five individual Canberra B.2 aircraft were used by Rolls Royce, powered
by the Avon engine one of which was being developed with reheat.
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Avro Ashton WE670 on the
tarmac at Hucknall. (George
Webb)

Avro Ashton WE670, with
spray rig for under-belly test
engine, landing onto runway
08 at Wymeswold in May
1955. (Eric Belcher)

Rolls Royce's Canberra WD930 in flight. (George Webb)
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English Electric Canberra B.2
WD930 used by Rolls Royce at
Wymeswold for Avon engine
development. (George Webb)

English Electric Canberra B.2
WD959 used by Rolls Royce to
test re-heat systems for Avon
engines by Wymeswold
Hangar 5 1955. (Via Peter
Green)

Close-up of afterburner.

English Electric Canberra landing at Wymeswold over Prestwold Lane 1955.
(Eric Belcher)
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English Electric Canberra
landing back at Hucknall.
(Via George Webb)

In terms of their flying activities the Canberras were less spectacular than the sound
barrier-breaking Hunters and Swifts but when viewed from the northern perimeter
fence and lined up in the centre of runway 08 in preparation for takeoff, they were
an impressive sight, nose down and eager to be let loose.
The RAF’s next generation of all weather fighters was also present for a while. The
Gloster Javelin was usually powered by Armstrong Siddeley Sapphire engines but

Gloster Javelin used by Rolls
Royce at Wymeswold
photographed back at
Hucknall. (George Webb)
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Contemporary photo of
Hawker Sea Hawk. One
example was used as a test
aircraft at Wymeswold 1955.
(Via George Webb)

this aircraft was being prepared for delivery to Napiers to be converted to Avon
power and further test the development of reheat.
The Javelin was a unique shape around the area, both in the air and on the ground.
It was designed with a large delta wing and, at the front wing roots to either side of
the cockpit were two large engine intakes. These, with its high, delta horizontal
tailplane gave the aircraft a hunch-shouldered look and its relatively long nose
wheel assembly gave it a markedly nose-up attitude as it appear to squat at end of
the runway prior to takeoff. Like the Gloster Company’s Meteor, the Javelin

Contemporary photos of the
Soar Meteor. (George Webb)
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produced a highly unusual, characteristic and unmistakable engine noise that
preceded its arrival over the airfield.
The Javelin had a good service life but as with the Swift, the Rolls Royce test pilots
had to cope with some difficult flying characteristics.
Two Avon-powered Hawker Sea Hawks operated with Rolls Royce from the airfield
for a while, one of the most graceful straight-winged aircraft of the day. Although
not the immediate precursor to the Hunter they were another ‘easy on the eye’
Hawker product.
Two unique test aircraft also had Wymeswold’s Hangar 5 as their temporary base.
The first was the Soar Meteor WA982 with a small additional engine on one wing
tip balanced by a dummy ‘engine’ on the other. The Soar engine was designed to
power an air-to-air missile but was never taken into production and this Meteor was
a one-off trial aircraft. Being more or less the same as the familiar resident Meteor
F.8s its shape was of course, less spectacular and eye-catching than the sweptwinged fighters.
The second unique aircraft was again a familiar general shape – the DC-3 Dakota
but, while retaining its overall appearance – and propellers – this one had sleek
engine nacelles and the high-pitched whistle and whine of Rolls Royce Dart engines

Right: Dart Dakota overhead
Wymeswold 1955. (Eric
Belcher)
Below: Dakota test bed for
Dart engine. (Rolls Royce)
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that were starting to be used as a power plant for several successful airliners, notably
the Vickers Viscount. The Dart Dakota apparently caused something of a stir with
the RCAF pilots then operating CF-86 Sabres out of North Luffenham. The shape
and performance of the old DC-3 was known worldwide and to the Canadians it
was irreverently called the ‘gooney bird’. One day, when flying somewhere around
35,000 feet an RCAF pilot was heard on his radio expressing incredulity at seeing a
gooney bird at the same altitude. Doubtless his keen fighter pilot’s eye quickly
noted the longer, slimmer nacelles but the story is lodged in verbal history.
In the first week of June, while the variety of aircraft used by Rolls Royce became a
familiar if ever-changing sight, 504 Squadron personnel, having taken the air
display in their stride, were on the move again, this time to their 1955 summer
camp at RAF Chivenor, near Barnstable in Devon. The move took place on Saturday
June 4th and proved to be the start of a very busy weekend at Wymeswold.
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RAF Wymeswold – Postwar Flying
1955 (Part Two)
56 Squadron re-equip

As well as seeing the departure of 504 Squadron’s Meteors and alongside
occasional activity by Rolls Royce’s Hunters, twelve Hunters Mk.5s, four Meteor
F.8s and a T.7 flew in from RAF Waterbeach. They joined a select clutch of brand
new F.5s from Armstrong Whitworth that had already sneaked in (the first flew in via
RAF Kemble on May 16th). These gleaming machines were housed ready and
waiting in Hangar 2.
They were the new mounts for 56 Squadron. Because the runway at Waterbeach
was to be resurfaced in June and July, the squadron was given Wymeswold as a
short-term base. The remainder of 56 Squadron’s personnel arrived by road during
the day,
As mentioned earlier, as one of the very best performing fighter squadrons in the
RAF at the time, 56 Squadron had been the first to be operationally issued with the

Ex-factory Hawker Hunter F.5s in No. 2 hangar Wymeswold awaiting the arrival of
56 Squadron personnel, May 1955. (Neville Franklin)
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Left and below:
504 Squadron Summer Camp
at Chivenor: Meteors flying by
Lundy. (Norman Bate)

Swift but the Swift failed to make it as a fighter and the squadron’s last flight in the
type had been in March 1955 after which all of their Swifts were withdrawn from
service. The squadron quickly went back to being a full-time Meteor F.8 operator,
doubtless relieved to again be able to fly regularly – their gunnery scores in May
were their highest yet. They bemoaned the loss of their Vampire T.11, which had
been part of their re-equipment with the Swift and had proved to be an excellent
advanced trainer. They did manage to hang on to it for a few extra days while the
Meteor T.7 issued to them was brought up to a suitable mechanical standard but in
the end, it was withdrawn. However, although the Vampire was taken from them
they were in good heart as they were told that they were to re-equip with Hunters
in six weeks, a real boost to their morale.
However their Hunters arrived sooner than anticipated and by the end of June they
were in reality a Hunter rather than a Meteor squadron even though they only
logged just over an hour flying in Hunters. In the monthly Form 540 the squadron
commanding officer commented that although they had the aircraft he had
concerns over serviceability that were being caused by a lack of spares, a problem
being exacerbated by a rail strike.
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504 Squadron Summer Camp,
refuelling a Meteor at
Chivenor. (Norman Bate)

Despite these worries 56 Squadron quickly made good use of Wymeswold so that
by mid-July all their pilots based there had converted to type and each had logged
at least ten hours on the Hunter. It was ironic that the new Hunters were F.5 models
powered by the Armstrong Siddeley Sapphire engine, while across the airfield Rolls
Royce were rapidly improving their Avon engine.
Work had been started earlier in the month to repair damage to the southern
taxiway, possibly the result of increased jet exhausts from the Rolls Royce test fleet.
This was put on hold so that 56 Squadron’s Hunters would not have to taxi the ‘long
way around’ to and from the main runway (fuel capacity was limited in early model
Hunters). The contractor’s works for this were sited alongside the taxiway (probably
dispersal 32) close to the dispersal used by the Ashtons.
In June 1955 504 Squadron only logged twenty-five movements at home base but
their absence was more than balanced by two hundred and ninety-eight movements
from 56 Squadron, one hundred and twenty-three from Rolls Royce, one hundred
and one military visitors and ten from 1969 Flight’s Austers. The military visitors
included four Valetta aircraft ferrying mail to and from Wymeswold every day
during the first half of the month (Operation Stagecoach) while a rail strike
otherwise paralysed mail communications.
Away from home 504 Squadron totted up three hundred and ten flying hours at
Chivenor but both they and 56 Squadron were affected by serviceability and the rail
strike. 504 Squadron reported petty technical issues that precluded greater flying
totals but even if aircraft spares had been available, the rail strike caused a shortage
of fuel.
Back at Wymeswold, the anticipated shortage of spares for 56 Squadron’s Hunters
only became a minor nuisance and did not prevent overall targets from being met.
The squadron commander remarked that ‘Hunter serviceability has been very good
(excellent compared with the Swift) and much progress has been made.’ In fact their
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56 Squadron Hunter ‘H’ taxiing with collectors for cannon shells now fitted under
the nose. (Eric Belcher)
Hunter serviceability was so good that the squadron Meteors taken to Wymeswold
were returned to Waterbeach before the end of the month – there were enough
Hunters on the line to meet all requirements.
The squadron commander’s concluding remarks for the month were: ‘the squadron
morale is extremely high. The pilots because of the number of aircraft available
each day and the pleasant handling characteristics of the Hunter; the ground crew
because of the high rate of serviceability they were able to maintain with this new
aircraft.’
For the local population the presence of 56 Squadron was absorbed without fuss
and fitted in alongside the Hunters from Rolls Royce. The latter were still in the
habit of breaking the sound barrier with the familiar double boom, whether
56 Squadron did so is not known. Rolls Royce Hunter pilots were without doubt the
showmen and the arrival one afternoon of an aircraft at near sonic speed along the
line of the unused runway 14 caused loose plaster to fall from the ceiling of one of
Hoton’s farm buildings underneath the line of flight.
56 Squadron did however liven up RAF Wymeswold’s mess as well as several of the
local hostelries. The squadron noted that accommodation and living facilities at
Wymeswold were of a much higher standard than they had first anticipated, since
Wymeswold was not a permanent station – and they survived well.
Their complement of Hunters had built up to sixteen by the time 56 Squadron
returned to Waterbeach on Saturday July 16th. Although four were not available to
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56 Squadron Hunters ‘F’ and
‘O’ landing at Wymeswold.
(Eric Belcher)

fly back that day the squadron put up eleven aircraft to fly first over Wymeswold in
farewell and then over Waterbeach on their homecoming. The training priority for
56 Squadron in early July at Wymeswold had been on battle formations and this
squadron show was the first time they had put such a large number of Hunters
together. The squadron commander noted with satisfaction ‘the high standard of the
formation is a tribute to the ease of formation flying by the Hunter (and, of course,
the pilots).’
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RAF Wymeswold
1955 (Part Three)
Rolls Royce; Exercise ‘Beware’; Radar Towers erected; accidents and incidents

504 Squadron, having amassed three hundred and ten flying hours at their June
summer camp kept up the pressure with a further two hundred and ninety-four
hours in July even though four pilots and two aircraft had been loaned to 616
Squadron for their summer camp in Germany.
The aerodrome records for July, noting movements rather than flying hours, had two
hundred and ninety-eight for 504 Squadron alongside two hundred and fifty-eight
for 56 Squadron, one hundred and fifty-six for Rolls Royce, five for 1969 Flight, sixty
for military visitors, three for civilian visitors and thirteen diversions. These made
RAF Wymeswold a busy place. There were three Royal Observer Corps (ROC)
exercises with evening flying on the 7th (Thursday), 11th (Monday) and 21 (another
Thursday).
In the middle of the month Flt Lt Hatfield of 504 Squadron was practising a dead
stick landing in a Meteor F.8 when he undershot the runway, tearing away part of
the boundary fence and damaging the aircraft. The boundary fence is some way
from the runway threshold at both ends of 08/26 so it was quite a significant
undershoot. Three days later another Meteor 8 sustained damage to its nose and
wing from collision with a flock of birds and that same day a civilian Fairchild Argus
arrived unexpectedly because of rough weather.
With 56 Squadron back at Waterbeach the late summer routine was in place at
Wymeswold with 504 Squadron, 1969 Flight and Rolls Royce in occupancy. In
August, although early morning flying was restricted by fog on three weekends,
satisfactory hours were flown by the Auxiliaries, including two evening sessions for
night flying and regular ROC exercises.
Life was more exciting for Rolls Royce. On August 9th the controller reported a fire
on one of their Hunters in-flight, the aircraft landing without mishap. Another
Hunter, XF373, was in trouble three times: first, also on the 9th, at sixteen thirty-five
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hours when its main wheels caught fire as a result of harsh braking (the fire was
extinguished by the RR crash crew at 1640 hours); on the 16th it landed immediately
after a fire alert (without further mishap) and the same day an engine nacelle caught
fire (cause unknown) which was also dealt with by the Rolls Royce team.
504’s general squadron training in September 1955 was punctuated by the annual
contribution to Battle of Britain displays and, led by the commanding officer, they
put up a formation of six Meteors over several airfields while three pilots (Flt Lt
Hatfield, Flt LT Pennington and Fg Off Hislop) carried out individual aerobatics at
four displays. The full Wymeswold Wing was back in action at the end of the month
for Exercise Beware, for which 616 Squadron (now based at RAF Worksop) was
attached to the station. The record shows that many pilots spent many hours of
cockpit-sitting before the first ‘kill’ was made. The exercise continued into the first
week in October, the table below shows the station records for the period.
On the ground the support teams were hard pressed while Exercise Beware was
taking place in the skies. The catering section (an air force flies on its stomach?)
‘produced good food’ from the airmen’s kitchen and from the field kitchen near the
aircraft dispersals. Mouths to feed included sixty-eight reservists who reported for
training during the exercise. On the last weekend of ‘Beware’ fifty airmen were
tasked with defending the station against saboteurs. Although three attacks were
made in only one were defences breached and ‘a few buildings’ sabotaged and all
saboteurs were very quickly apprehended. In a somewhat defensive note the Police
Section records show that ‘saboteurs entered the station and affixed a card to the
small arms ammunition store. Unfortunately for the saboteurs the ammunition was
no longer stored there and their effort was wasted’. The station records show that
throughout both exercises all personnel on the station worked long hours and
endured much discomfort in a very willing and cheerful manner.

Station records for Exercise Beware.
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Rolls Royce test flight Hunter
with collapsed undercarriage.
(Eric Belcher)

Ninety foot high radar tower
on Dispersal 18. (Richard
Knight)

Station records for October 1955.
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Avro Anson flying from
Wymeswold November 1955.
(Eric Belcher)

To maintain the airfield in best condition September saw repairs to the tarmac
aprons in front of Hangars 1, 2, 3 and 4 while more visible work started on the
building of two VHF stations, one a transmitter and the other a receiver. These
ninety feet-high wooden structures were common on RAF stations and those at
Wymeswold were erected on the now-unused dispersals 16 and 18 on the northern
side of the airfield. They were to be completed in two months.
Three light aircraft were involved in accidents during September 1955. A Rolls
Royce Proctor blocked the runway for a while after it burst a tyre on landing. The
engine of a Chipmunk from Farnborough (presumably going to Rolls Royce) cut out
after landing and was unable to taxi. And an Auster of 1969 Flight 664 AOP
Squadron took off on the 11th and flew to Otterburn but crashed on landing, killing
the pilot.
On a satisfying note for future readers of the Station’s Form 540, W/Cdr Jensen put
a handwritten postscript to September’s records saying ‘Henceforth the content,
style and form of this Station’s 540s will be such as to make it more interesting,
though equally factual, reading’.
He also noted that October saw the final fling for Exercise Beware; the Wymeswold
Wing would have liked more activity not least because the auxiliary personnel had
made strenuous efforts to attend; the Wing could have put in ‘many more flying
hours than were called for’.
The crash crews were called out on October 15th when the starboard main wheel of
a Rolls Royce Hunter collapsed as a result of ‘landing rather heavily’. Through the
skill of the pilot the subsequent path of the aircraft was controlled but it rendered
three of the sodium runway lights unserviceable and came to rest on the grass
beyond. At the time the grass on this part of the airfield was still cut regularly.
At a quieter pace ATC cadets were given air experience flights in Ansons on several
occasions and a parade of the Leicestershire and Rutland Wing ATC was held on
Runway 32, reviewed by the Air Officer Commanding No. 64 (R) Group.
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October ran into November and the flying time available to the auxiliary squadrons
was constrained by poor weather that curtailed flying on the first three weekends.
Fortunately the last weekend in the month was clear and practice interceptions were
carried out in large numbers. As well as exercising the Wymeswold pilots’
individual skills these Practice Intercepts, in turn, helped the Auxiliary Fighter
Controllers obtain the training necessary for them to maintain their required
standards.
At dusk on the last Sunday in November Flt Lt Baxter’s Meteor F.8 WH262 stripped
a tyre tread when taking off; he landed safely but on contact with the runway the
tyre burst making the aircraft swing off the runway, sustaining slight damage and the
full attention of the station crash tender.
Although doubtless also constrained by poor weather this autumn, Rolls Royce were
not limited to weekends for flying and their mixed test fleet were noted among the
movements, including Hunter, Swift and Ashton. An Avro Anson XIX was flying
from the airfield, probably as part of the station flight or, as noted for October,
giving flying experience to local ATC (Air Training Corps) cadets. The other ATC
(Air Traffic Control) now always busy, was strengthened and was noted to make up
ten percent of the Station’s personnel.
A busy 1955 drew to a close with somewhat clearer weather with evening flying
possible on the three Sundays before a quiet Christmas weekend. 504 Squadron
flew over two hundred hours with an initial focus on air-to-air firing so the banner
was noted taking off behind one of the Meteor T.7s. As the squadron scores were
somewhat lower than expected a second air-to-air firing programme was planned
but this had to be abandoned when Fg Off Otty managed to shoot the flag away.
Hucknall airfield was now declared serviceable and on December 16th most of the
Rolls Royce test flight returned there after a two-year stay at Wymeswold.
Movement records show eighty-nine takeoffs and seventy-seven landings so,
assuming no new arrivals, twelve of their test fleet flew off.
So ended an eventful year for RAF Wymeswold. However, though the flying had
been busy and varied, it was merely a lead-in to a new year that would prove to be
the busiest and, in terms of active service, perhaps the most remarkable since the
Second World War.

Continued in Part 3
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